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Abstrat

By introduing a ommon representational system for metadata that desribe the

employed simulation work�ows, diverse soures of data and platforms in omputational

moleular engineering, suh as work�ow management systems, an beome interop-

erable at the semanti level. To ahieve semanti interoperability, the present work

introdues two ontologies that provide a formal spei�ation of the entities ourring

in a simulation work�ow and the relations between them: The software ontology VISO

is developed to represent software pakages and their features, and OSMO, an ontol-

ogy for simulation, modelling, and optimization, is introdued on the basis of MODA,

a previously developed semi-intuitive graph notation for work�ows in materials mod-

elling. As a proof of onept, OSMO is employed to desribe a use ase of the TaLPas

work�ow management system, a sheduler and work�ow optimizer for partile-based

simulations.

1 Introdution

Hans Hasse, to whose ahievements this speial issue is dediated, is among those who have

ontributed to the suess of modelling and simulation by omputational moleular engi-

neering. Building on previous e�orts in moleular model haraterization and simulation

method development, e.g., by Möller and Fisher

1

as well as Lot� et al.,

2

Vrabe and Hasse

introdued the grand equilibrium simulation method by whih vapour-liquid equilibria an

be e�iently sampled.

3

This work�ow, implemented in the ms2 ode,

4�6

was the basis for a

period of inreased produtivity in moleular model design during whih Hasse, Vrabe, and

ollaborators parameterized a multitude of reliable intermoleular pair potentials

7�12

and ap-

plied them to predit the thermodynami properties of pure omponents and mixtures.

8,13�16

Using their ode ls1 mardyn,

17

a moleular dynamis (MD) system size world reord with

four trillion partiles was ahieved,

18

whih has reently been pushed towards twenty trillion

partiles.

19

This work in model and software development, in ombination with the inrease
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in aessible omputational resoures, played a role in establishing moleular modelling as a

branh of simulation-based engineering.

Improving the interoperability of methods and odes, providing simulation metadata in

an agreed way, and speifying simulation work�ows that integrate multiple model granu-

larity levels have beome key hallenges at ombining omputational moleular engineering

with the other simulation-based engineering approahes that are already widespread in in-

dustrial pratie, e.g., omputational �uid dynamis (CFD) and proess simulation. This

requires a oordinated e�ort in data tehnology. With this perspetive, Burger, von Harbou,

and Hasse, jointly with industrial partners, worked towards interfaing experimental and

simulation data with model design,

20,21

an objetive that the ongoing virtual marketplae

initiatives promise to pursue systematially.

22,23

Within a ollaborative researh entre (CRC

926 MICOS), Hasse and ollaborators introdued the onept of domain-spei� proessing-

morphology-property relationships for omponent surfaes, referred to as OMEB from the

German expression.

24

This failitates an approah that an be employed to onnet mole-

ular and phenomenologial modelling to deision support by multiriteria optimization,

25�28

translating problems of industrial end users to solutions based on quantitatively reliable

modelling and simulation.

16,29,30

Reent works by Hasse and Lenhard address the philosophy

of modelling, formulating an engineering-oriented perspetive on the role of omputational

methods.

31,32

These ontributions have advaned data tehnology in materials modelling

and reated opportunities to address further hallenges, some of whih are disussed in the

present work.

Where databases and platforms using di�erent data strutures and �le formats interop-

erate, or where data and metadata from various soures are ombined, agreement on se-

mantis beomes a neessity,

33

supporting the e�ort to onstrut a universal web into whih

any linked data an be integrated

34

to beome FAIR, i.e., �ndable, aessible, interoperable,

and reusable.

35,36

For this purpose, metadata (i.e., data about data) need to be provided to

haraterize the ontext of any relevant data items so that they an be found and aessed
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easily and reused properly. This inludes information on data provenane, i.e., the proess

by whih the data have been obtained.

33,37

Interoperability applies to three major aspets of

data stewardship:

36

Syntax (formats), semantis (meaning), and pragmatis (proedures). It

is ahieved by establishing a ommon intermediate standard to whih all users and ontrib-

utors to a data infrastruture an map their own internal approah.

38,39

Aordingly, data

tehnology solutions that aim at failitating interoperability and data integration require

the de�nition of semanti assets, i.e., douments that odify semantis.

40

For this purpose,

it is ruial to develop and maintain ommunity-governed semanti standards, failitating

the systemati annotation of pre-existing dark data, i.e., data for whih mahine-proessable

metadata are absent or insu�ient,

41

by a variety of data and metadata owners and in-

frastruture providers. In data tehnology, an ontology is a formal mahine-proessable

representation of knowledge within a ertain domain. It onsists of a de�nition of lasses,

individuals (objets that belong to the lasses), and rules for the possible relations between

them:

42�45

For instane, onerning simulation work�ows in materials modelling, a �work-

�ow node� an be de�ned as a �work�ow graph that ontains exatly one work�ow resoure.�

Therein, work�ow node, work�ow graph, and work�ow resoure are lasses, and ontains is

a relation. In this way, an ontology an be employed to standardize the semanti spae

belonging to a partiular appliation domain.

A variety of appliations in simulation based engineering an bene�t from a mahine-

readable way of speifying a simulation work�ow;

46

thereby, the haraterization of work-

�ows is relevant in two major ways. First, work�ows are designed and ommuniated within

simulation environments where materials models are evaluated to generate data by simula-

tion.

47

Seond, in order to integrate data obtained in di�erent ways (e.g., from simulation and

experiment, or from simulations with di�erent models or solvers), simulation results need to

be stored together with metadata that desribe their provenane. If experimental and other

data are meant to be integrated with simulation results in a ommon infrastruture,

20,21

work�ow desriptions an be ombined with domain-spei� provenane desription ontolo-
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gies whih, e.g., already exist in genetis

48

and nanosafety.

49

Spei�ed work�ow metadata,

supplemented by an extensive tehnial doumentation, an be employed to reprodue data

by repeating the same work�ow. Furthermore, ertain aspets of the data unertainty (and

unertainty propagation), suh as the sensitivity with respet to spei� model parameters

or the hoie of a partiular solver implementation, an be quanti�ed by varying individual

values, parameters, or elements of a work�ow;

50

e.g., round-robin studies an be onduted,

where various simulation software environments are employed to arry out the same (or

losely related) algorithms in ombination with the same models, omparing the outome.

51

Other tehnologies that an pro�t from well-de�ned work�ow semantis inlude high perfor-

mane omputing (HPC) and sheduling environments where omputational requirements

may be automatially predited

52

and optimized by work�ow autotuning and task-based

parallelization.

53

In omputational moleular engineering, two major organized e�orts toward ahieving

an agreed oherent semanti-tehnology framework have been onduted: With a fous on

proess simulations, CAPE-OPEN was developed in omputer aided proess engineering as

an open interfae standard.

54,55

CAPE-OPEN is in use both in aademi and industrial en-

gineering pratie.

56,57

At present, ongoing work within a series of projets assoiated with

the European Materials Modelling Counil (EMMC) aims at going beyond this by ahieving

interoperability for all physial modelling and simulation methods, inluding quantum me-

hanis, moleular modelling and simulation, and ontinuum methods up to the marosopi

and proess level.

45,58

Within this line of work, a Review of Materials Modelling (RoMM) was

onduted. This review, whih is now available in its 6th edition,

58

resulted from work done

within the European Commission Diretorate for Researh and Innovation. Its long term

goal is to inrease the ompetitiveness of European industries thanks to a stronger uptake

of materials modelling tehniques for the di�erent stages of manufaturing. Given the vast

diversity of approahes and voabularies used in subdomains of the modelling world, RoMM

proposes a harmonized language and a lassi�ation of models to support ommuniation
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aross subdomains and aross roles (software developers, theoretiians, and industrialists). A

detailed explanation and disussion of this harmonized language, ontaining numerous exam-

ples, is given in the RoMM doument.

58

On this basis, MODA (Model Data), a semi-intuitive

graph language for simulation work�ows,

59

was introdued jointly with a olletion of fur-

ther semanti assets,

60

inluding the European Materials and Modelling Ontology (EMMO)

whih is under development by Ghedini et al.

61

Compared to generi work�ow notations,

MODA is tailored to optimally address aspets that are spei�ally relevant to materials

modelling, and it is based on the RoMM terminology that was developed for the same pur-

pose. Annex II of the RoMM doument

58

inludes MODA work�ow desription examples

ontributed by 36 projets from the LEIT-NMBP line of the European Union's Horizon 2020

researh and innovation programme.

The Virtual Materials Marketplae (VIMMP) is a platform, presently under develop-

ment, where servies related to materials modelling suh as expertise, translation (from an

industrial problem to a modelling solution), software, model parameters, training, omput-

ing resoures, validation data, et., will be provided to end users. Aordingly, agents on the

market inlude individuals, groups, and institutions from the industrial and aademi world,

suh as modellers, software owners, and data providers. By design, VIMMP is open to any

interested provider, and the basis for onneting their heterogeneous resoures is a ommon

language � hene the signi�ane of a semanti approah. In this ontext, the present work

disusses the state of the art in semanti asset development for simulation work�ows in om-

putational moleular engineering and introdues a formalism based on ontologies whih an

be employed to represent work�ow metadata. Thereby, it addresses the need for a formal-

ized, mahine-readable representation of simulation work�ows. This is done in a way that

failitates an integration with the previous and ongoing work done within the EMMC om-

munity, in partiular with MODA, whih is the previous EMMC standard for desribing a

simulation work�ow. To inrease the expressive apaity and eliminate ambiguities inherent

in the semi-intuitive graph notation from MODA, logial resoures are introdued as entities

6



related to the �ow of information. On the basis of an improved graph notation for simu-

lation work�ows (f. Setion 4.1), an ontology for simulation, modelling, and optimization

(OSMO) is formulated (f. Setion 4.2) whih goes beyond MODA by being mahine pro-

essable, amenable to automated reasoning by semanti tehnology, and by whih work�ow

semantis in materials modelling are aptured in a way that is losely aligned and interop-

erable with the whole family of semanti assets presently under development in the ontext

of the same infrastrutures and projets.

To haraterize software, in general, it is possible to desribe many di�erent aspets for

a variety of purposes inluding, e.g., to identify, to understand, to trade, or to use a given

tool, and these desriptions an be provided at multiple levels of detail. Finding appropriate

ways to ite software, reognize authorship, and give sienti� redit to the developers is

a onern for di�erent ommunities and key to making software development sustainable.

Along these lines, priniples for software itation have been proposed,

62,63

and the meta-

data shema CodeMeta

64

as well as the itation �le format CFF

65

have been developed. To

desribe simulation software within VIMMP, the VIMMP Software Ontology (VISO) is pre-

sented here (f. Setion 2.2), omplementing OSMO. The main fous of VISO is to failitate

the desription of software apabilities in omputational moleular engineering. Ontologies

with a similar purpose, whih desribe the software from the point of view of a sientist end

user, have been developed in other �elds, e.g., the Software Ontology (SWO) in the area

of life sienes

66

and OntoSoft for geosienes;

67

in partiular, among other aspets, SWO

also overs the implemented algorithms. Here, with VISO, a omparable ontology is made

available for the area of materials modelling. OSMO and VISO will be used by the VIMMP

marketplae, its omponents, and all interoperable platforms and environments, to repre-

sent simulation work�ows at a logial (i.e., non-tehnial) level and assist in the seletion

of suitable software omponents and simulation platforms.

22

In partiular, this work aims

at failitating the desription of information from model databases and parameterization

environments, suh as Bottled SAFT

68,69

or the infrastrutures designed by Hasse and ol-
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laborators,

12,28

as well as work�ow management systems (WMS) and work�ow repositories,

e.g., TaLPas

52

and exabyte,

70

in a well-de�ned way to make suh platforms interoperable

with VIMMP. Aordingly, the present work was onduted as a ollaboration of the TaLPas

and VIMMP projet onsortia.

The remainder of this artile is strutured as follows: Setion 2 disusses the hallenge of

ahieving interoperability of diverse tools and environments at the levels of syntax, semantis,

and pragmatis; VISO is introdued as a formalism for simulation software desriptions. In

Setion 3, work�ow management systems are disussed, and the environment developed

within the TaLPas projet is presented; an example work�ow is introdued, onerning the

parameterization of an equation of state (EOS) by moleular simulation. This appliation

senario is subsequently employed to illustrate the onepts from the present work. Setion

4 omments on existing formalisms by whih simulation work�ows an be represented at

a logial level, in partiular the graph notation from MODA. It is shown how an improved

graph notation an be employed to denote the �ow of information and dependenies between

omponents of a work�ow less ambiguously, and the ontology OSMO is introdued, whih

provides an additional layer of formalization to the haraterization of the involved lasses

of objets and the relations between them. Finally, a onlusion is given in Setion 5.

2 Semanti interoperability

2.1 Development of semanti assets

Interoperability is the apaity of multiple odes or platforms, whih are not immediately

ompatible, to interat automatially by means of a ommon representational system; i.e.,

whereas for ompatible environments, the sender needs to be familiar with the onepts and

data strutures employed by the reipient, interoperability does not require any bespoke

tailoring to a spei� target environment. For a large number of (atual or potential) diverse

interating systems, interoperability is the more salable approah, sine it does not fore
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the developers of eah software or infrastruture to implement all the formats required by a

multitude of di�erent odes. Instead, data transferred between interoperable environments

need to be transformed to a single agreed intermediate stage by the sender, and it is the

duty of the reipient to implement the ommon representational system adequately on his

own side.

To failitate interoperability, a ommon framework needs to be established at three lev-

els: Syntax, semantis, and pragmatis.

71,72

Thereby, syntati interoperability refers to the

standardization of data formats and tehnial protools for data transmission. However,

beside the need for a sender and the reipient to implement input/output funtionalities for

the same format, they also need to agree on the meaning of the ommuniated ontents;

this is semanti interoperability. Only on this basis, full interoperability an be ahieved,

whih additionally requires an agreement on pragmatis, i.e., the use of data,

73

inluding

minimum standards for data and metadata uration, researh data management, validation,

and assessment of data. Pragmati interoperability also onerns what to expet from an

individual agent with a partiular soial role,

74

e.g., a translator who maps a problem from

industrial pratie to viable solutions by omputational moleular engineering; signi�ant

e�orts need to be devoted to negotiating agreement on suh expetations. Along these lines,

in ase of the translator role, the EMMC has developed a pragmati asset, the Translators'

Guide.

75

Syntati and semanti interoperability are losely related and usually o-developed. If

the fous is on �le formats (hene, syntati interoperability leads the development), un-

derlying assumptions on the interpretation of the ontents often remain impliit; guidane

on semantis is usually, if at all, provided in human-readable form, e.g., in a user manual.

Obversely, if semanti interoperability leads the development, standard serializations of data

exist by whih syntati agreement an be ahieved in a straightforward way, suh as the

RDF/XML format, the terse triple language (TTL), the hierarhial data format HDF5,

or the Allotrope data format.

43,76,77

The semanti assets usually take the form of metadata
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shemas or ontologies, stating what lasses of objets exist (in a ertain domain, i.e., the

appliation �eld for whih the shema or ontology is designed) and how they an relate to

eah other.

42�45

The approah based on semanti interoperability has the advantage that

the agreement on both the format and the meaning is odi�ed on the basis of de�nitions

that an be proessed omputationally, e.g., by automated logial reasoning. In this way,

the internal onsisteny of data sets an be heked, and data from multiple soures an be

integrated,

40

failitating more e�etive deision support systems.

78

Besides, the experiene

available so far suggests that the development of ontologies an be a major step towards

ahieving interoperability at all three levels, inluding pragmatis.

72,79,80

As a prerequisite for suh solutions, pre-existing dark data need to be amended with

appropriate metadata, in agreement with the established semanti assets. This is a personnel-

intensive task, for whih dediated expertise is required, and whih has to be repeated

whenever the semanti assets are replaed or undergo a major update.

81

Aordingly, it is

important to redue the risk that signi�ant hanges beome neessary, whih might disrupt

bakwards ompatibility, at a point when an ontology has already been employed to lassify

great amounts of data and metadata. Multiple perspetives, representative of the envisioned

ommunity of future users, need to be involved in the development of semanti assets from the

�rst design onward. Aordingly, requirements and experienes from the VIMMP, TaLPas,

and SmartNanoTox projets (f. Aknowledgment) were taken into aount for the present

work, and ontology drafts were made available to partiipants of the Horizon 2020 projets

MarketPlae and EMMC-CSA within the European Virtual Marketplae Ontology working

group.

2.2 Software metadata at the Virtual Materials Marketplae (VIMMP)

The ontology VISO was developed to support the identi�ation of suitable software tools

and to standardize the desription of software tools as well as modelling and simulation

approahes, with the eventual aim of assisting users at aessing the VIMMP marketplae
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infrastruture. In partiular, VISO will be used to struture the data ingest about soft-

ware tools at the VIMMP marketplae frontend. The same keywords will then be available

to the users to browse the tools and ompare them. Aordingly, the main purpose of

VISO is to desribe materials modelling software, mostly addressing features and apabil-

ities of models and solvers, but also liensing, requirements (e.g., with respet to libraries

and operating systems), and ompatibilities with other tools; a pre-release version of VISO

(viso-all-branhes.ttl) and an example of its use (example-viso.ttl) are inluded as

Supporting Information.

The approah from RoMM, whih is followed here, requires a separation of the governing

(i.e., onstitutive) equations of a model into one or multiple physial equations (PE) whih

pertain to the basi modelling approah and, by de�nition, do not depend on the onsidered

material, and one or multiple materials relations (MR) whih apture the harateristis of

the onsidered material. Tab. 1 lists the main model types onsidered by VISO. Therein,

the PE type ID refers to a property from OSMO, f. Setion 4.2, where PEs that often our

within models are lassi�ed into 25 ategories on the basis of RoMM; examples for this are

provided as Supporting Information. While the distintion between the PE and the MR

may appear to be straightforward from an abstrat philosophial point of view, its appli-

ation to onrete models is often non-unique, and imperfet to a ertain extent, sine the

form and the ontent of a model annot normally be separated from eah other ompletely.

Similarly, RoMM is also based on a strit distintion between the model (i.e., the theoretial

appproah) and the solver (its numerial implementation); aordingly, a model_feature

here haraterizes the underlying physial representation, whereas a solver_feature har-

aterizes the implementation and omputational representation of the modelling approah

by a numerial algorithm. In pratie, applying the split between model and solver features

to a onrete senario poses similar hallenges as in the ase of the PE and the MR. A

prototypial example of this are thermostats: Depending on the modelling perspetive, they

an either be seen as solver features or, e.g., in dissipative partile dynamis (DPD), as fun-

11



damental ingredients of the model. Moreover, in the latter ase, there are arguments both

to inlude them in the PE, sine they are neessary and their funtional form is not mate-

rial dependent, or in the MR, sine their parameters are related to the material transport

properties. The hallenges mentioned above are unavoidable when logially deomposing

pre-existing omplex models and software into a logial and simple struture. Designed to

ombine information from a wide ommunity of prospetive ontributors and users, VISO

provides a systemati approah for takling any ambiguities in this ontext.

Below an upper level (viso-general) that addresses general aspets ommon to all

software (e.g., the programming languages), we split VISO into three branhes, i.e., eletroni

(EL, viso-el), atomisti-mesosopi (AM, viso-am) for the two moleular granularity levels

from RoMM, and ontinuum (CO, viso-o). These branhes expand on the model and

solver features for eah lass. The present formulation of these hierarhies was designed by

evaluating a representative set of software pakages for CFD simulation as well as quantum-

mehanial density funtional theory (DFT), Monte Carlo (MC), MD, and DPD simulation.

Given that many model types an be desribed from several points of view, VISO allows its

users to represent ertain approahes in multiple ways; in suh ases, the equivalene relation

is_modelling_twin_of is employed to express that despite being distint in the ontology,

ertain instanes of di�erent lasses an be employed as representations of the same onepts.

Beside features, the other upper lasses de�ned in VISO are software (inluding op-

erating systems, ompilers, and software tools), agent, liense, programming_language,

modelling_related_entity (inluding high level onepts related to modelling, suh as

model types), software_interfae (based on the analogous lass from SWO;

66

it in-

ludes, e.g., graphial, ommand line, and appliation programming interfaes), and soft

ware_update. The latter, in partiular, allows to desribe the addition/removal of features

aross versions of a tool.

The main relations de�ned in VISO to onnet these omponents are brie�y desribed

in Tab. 2, and the diret sublasses of the solver_feature lass are listed in Tab. 3.
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Table 1: Models urrently onsidered in developing the VIMMP Software Ontology (VISO),

assoiated physial equation (PE), materials relation (MR), and physial equation type iden-

ti�er (PE type ID); there, PE and MR are onepts from the Review of Materials Modelling

58

(RoMM), and the PE type ID is introdued in the present work, f. Tab. 9.

Model type Physial Equation (PE) Materials Relation (MR) PE type ID

DFT Kohn-Sham eq. Exhange-orrelation EL.1

funtional, omposition, et.

MD Newton's II. law Inter-partile potentials, A.3, M.3

omposition, onnetivity

MC Partition funtion and ensemble- Inter-partile potentials, A.4, M.4

average expressions omposition, onnetivity

DPD Newton's II. law (onservative Soft DPD + other potentials, M.3

fore) + drag and random fores omposition, onnetivity

CFD Mass, momentum, and energy Constitutive relations (e.g., CO.2

transport eqs. (e.g., Navier-Stokes) linear transport oe�ients)

EOS Fundamental or thermal EOS Funtional form and CO.5

parameters of the EOS

The model_feature lass has generally a riher struture, and we subdivide it into the

(non-disjoint) lasses physial_equation_trait, materials_relation_trait, and exter

nal_ondition_trait. As an example, Fig. 1 inludes the upper levels of the lass hierarhy

for the model features in partile-based models (i.e., in viso-am). It an be seen that one

of the ategories for the MR traits is fore_field, to be used for statements referring

to popular transferable group-ontribution based methods (AUA,

83

OPLS,

84,85

TraPPE,

86

et.); additionally, a �ner level of desription is available, expliitly identifying the funtional

forms of the inter-partile potentials that are needed for the model of interest. A possible

use of VISO would be, given a fore �eld or a set of MR traits, to identify a ode that has

them in its set of features.

3 Simulation work�ows in materials modelling

3.1 Work�ow management systems (WMS)

There is a great variety of environments dealing with work�ows. A large number of work�ow

management systems (WMS) has been implemented over the years, originating mainly from

13



Table 2: Main relations, i.e., owl:ObjetProperty instanes, de�ned in VISO, for whih

software_tool is the domain (i.e., lass of X). For more details, f. the Supporting Infor-

mation. By onvention, the namespae owl is employed for keywords of the Web Ontology

Language (OWL).

relation range brief desription

(between X and Y ) (i.e., lass of Y )

X has_feature Y model_feature points to features of a tool

or solver_feature

X is_ompatible_with Y software_tool ompatibility between tools

X is_tool_for_model Y model_type assoiates tools with models

X requires Y software required operating system or library

Table 3: Classes of solver features de�ned within viso-el, viso-am, and viso-o. The

namespae pre�xes are shown in the upper row. Therein, `el' represents the eletroni gran-

ularity level, `am' represents atomisti and mesosopi, and `o' stands for ontinuum; these

onepts are de�ned and disussed in the RoMM doument.

58

For further details, f. the

Supporting Information.

sublasses of el_solver_feature sublasses of am_solver_feature sublasses of o_solver_feature

(pre�x: viso-el) (pre�x: viso-am) (pre�x: viso-o)

basis_set barostat ontinuum_mesh

eletron_diagonalization integrator divergene_sheme

eletron_mixing eletrostati_solver gradient_sheme

eletron_smearing geometri_onstraint_algorithm spatial_disretization_sheme

ioni_relaxation parallelization_sheme temporal_disretization_sheme

kpoint_mesh sampling_algorithm

symmetry_adapted_solver thermostat

the �elds of data analysis and bioinformatis whih in many ases need to rely on large-

sale automated omputational pipelines. The WMS are meant to failitate an improved

maintainability and robustness ompared, e.g., to plain shell sripts. For this purpose, om-

putations and data dependenies are linked logially, leaving details of the task submission

� in many ases also inluding HPC load balaners � to the WMS. By abstrating from all

the logistis of �le manipulation, opying proedures, and data handling, the management

systems thus allow researhers to onentrate on improving the simulation or data-analysis

work�ow instead of reimplementing standard proedures.

87

Popular pakages inlude Apahe Air�ow whih allows users to author work�ows as di-

reted ayli graphs;

88

in FireWorks, work�ows an be desribed in Python or markup

languages and an be monitored in web interfaes.

89

Luigi, pionieered by Spotify, works on

14



Figure 1: VISO lass am_model_feature and its sublasses. This �gure and similar ones in

the present artile have been generated using OWLViz.

82

a similar basis and employs Python lasses for its work�ow de�nition and task sheduling.

90

Snakemake, whih is mainly aimed at bioinformatis, has its own domain-spei� language

to de�ne work�ows, inluding many features oriented towards HPC;

91

beside, generi build-

ing environments like GNU make, whih also underlies snakemake, an be used diretly

to automate task dependene and work�ow management for data analysis and simulation,

as in the ase of the main omponent of the HOPS solver.

92

Moreover, several WMS, in-

luding AiiDA,

37,46

Salome/YACS,

47

and the present WMS for task-based load balaning

and auto-tuning in partile-based simulation

52

(TaLPas), f. Setion 3.2, have been designed

partiularly for simulation work�ows in materials modelling.

15



3.2 WMS for task-based load balaning and auto-tuning in partile-

based simulation (TaLPas)

The TaLPas WMS was developed with the spei� needs of the omputational moleular en-

gineering ommunity in mind. Aordingly, it was designed to failitate omplex work�ows,

potentially onsisting of a great number of individual simulation runs and data proessing

steps. Moreover, the moleular simulations performed within these work�ows often need

to be exeuted on HPC failities due to their high omputational demands, and the om-

putational osts of single simulations (or tasks, in the ase of task-based work�ows) vary

signi�antly depending on the simulation input parameters. Typial hallenges hene in-

lude the management of a great amount of individual tasks, the organization of the results

as well as the setup and exeution of simulations on diverse and heterogeneous omputer

system environments and arhitetures.

52

The TaLPas WMS addresses these problems. Its overall arhiteture is shown in Fig. 2.

The main ore of the environment is the de�nition of a work�ow model. The model de�nes

tasks, whih are evaluated by the TaLPas work�ow manager; a task inludes information

about the simulation parameters ~p as well as the simulation program and the ommands

required to exeute it. The WMS omes with a set of seletable task shedulers whih

handle dependenies between tasks and failitate their exeution on a variety of di�erent

HPC systems. To aess available omputational resoures on a HPC system, the sheduler

uses a resoure manager that keeps trak of the availability and usage status of the provided

nodes; it also proesses the details of the exeution for parallel appliations via MPI (message

passing interfae). For the determination of the task exeution order, the WMS provides

an interfae allowing it to be extended by a performane e�ieny provider suh as Extra-

P,

93,94

whih estimates the performane and omputational resoure requirements using the

simulation parameters spei�ed in the task. Subsequently, the e�ieny provider reeives

information about the atual time requirements t~p, ~N of any ompleted tasks, by whih Extra-

P an re�ne its performane model, f. Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Arhiteture of the work�ow management system (WMS) for task-based load bal-

aning and auto-tuning in partile-based simulation (TaLPas): The work�ow manager re-

quests tasks from the work�ow model. The model responds with a set of parameters ~p

speifying the task to be exeuted. Tasks are then sheduled, and eventually, the results of

the exeution are olleted by the work�ow manager in ombination with metadata on, e.g.,

the exeution time and the error status. As soon as a task �nishes, the model reeives an

aknowledgment (ACK) about the �nished exeution to deide on further exeution steps.

At the same time, performane-related information is ommuniated to the external per-

formane model provider (here, Extra-P

93,94

). During the sheduling proess, the work�ow

manager an query the performane provider for an estimate of the runtime t~p( ~N) with a

given amount of resoures

~N . This performane model is used to improve the sheduling

proess.

The TaLPas WMS handles data and �les related to all tasks, automatially keeping

them seperated by a on�gurable diretory struture. One the work�ow has terminated,

this makes it easy for the user to retrieve the simulation outome. The WMS also ollets

additional information at runtime, whih may help in the ase that errors our during the

task exeution.

The TaLPas WMS is immediately ompatible with the moleular simulation odes ms2,

f. Rutkai et al.,

6

and ls1 mardyn, f. Niethammer et al.

17

Beyond ase-by-ase e�orts at

ahieving ompatiblity with individual software arhitetures, however, TaLPas aims at in-

tegrating a multitude of omponents for the development and optimization of omplex task-

based auto-tunable work�ows. For this purpose, it is advantageous to ahieve interoperability

with the infrastrutures developed on the basis of RoMM, MODA, and EMMO, and to de-

sribe simulation software and simulation work�ows in terms of semanti assets formalized

17



as ontologies.

3.3 TaLPas WMS appliation senario

EOS parameterization on the basis of high-throughput MC simulations was identi�ed as

a proof-of-onept appliation senario for the development of the TaLPas WMS and its

interoperability with other platforms, suh as the VIMMP marketplae. To demonstrate the

viability of the present approah, this is applied to phosgene (using the model by Huang

et al.

11

), building on previous work by Rutkai and Vrabe;

96

there, the same problem was

addressed without employing a dediated WMS, and without haraterizing the provenane

of the EOS parameterization as well as the data obtained by moleular simulation.

The present implementation addressing this lass of problems uses sampling of state

points and �tting with the method developed by Shudler et al.

52

The orresponding work�ow

an be implemented using the ms2 simulation program. The data �ow and steps to be

performed are depited in Fig. 3, with a fous on tehnial input/output using �les; f. Setion

4 and the Supporting Information for a representation at the logial level, abstrating from

the tehnial implementation of data transfer. A set of thermodynami states, eah of whih

is de�ned by the density and the temperature, is simulated in the anonial ensemble. The

output of the simulations is proessed to obtain multiple derivatives of the Massieu potential,

following the formalism proposed by Lustig.

97,98

The Massieu potential derivatives are used

to generate the input for an EOS �tter. The result of the �t is not very aurate at the

beginning. To inrease the auray, additional state points are simulated in a series of

iterations. The hoie of the state points has a onsiderable in�uene on the onvergene

behaviour; in partiular, state points lose to the vapour-liquid oexistene urve are good

andidates to onsider for additional simulations. Therefore, intermediate evaluations are

performed to re�ne the state points in an e�ient way.

A orresponding work�ow model was reated for the TaLPas WMS. The work�ow model

implements the steps from Fig. 3 as well as the appliation programming interfae of the

18



input file creation

START

ms2

input file
ms2 simulation

ms2

output files

postprocessing

ms2 output files

fitter

input file
fitter run

fitter

output file

converged?
no

END

yes

Figure 3: Data �ow and program exeution of the present equation of state (EOS) param-

eterization work�ow. Yellow boxes represent �les, blue ones represent program exeutions,

and diamonds represent onditions and branhing.

TaLPas WMS. The model is handed over to the WMS to be exeuted. The struture and

the most important parts of the work�ow model are outlined in Listing 1. The method

get_task() returns the task objet, whih is prepared for exeution on the available HPC

resoures by the TaLPas WMS. Thereby, a task objet is ommuniated in JavaSript Objet

Notation (JSON). A typial example for suh a task is presented in Listing 2. The method

deploy() reates all neessary input for the exeution of ms2 as well as the �nal MPI

ommand and stores the exeution information in a task objet. The method get_task()

hands those task objets over to the WMS for exeution. The WMS heks for available

resoures and starts ms2 using MPI aording to the task objet. As soon as the task

�nishes, the method reord_result() is alled so that the work�ow model an reord the

result for the �tting and iterative re�nement step.
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Listing 1: Struture and most important parts of the present EOS parameterization work�ow

model implementation.

lass Model:

def name(self)

"""Returns the name of the workflow"""

def __init__(self)

"""Initializes the workflow parameters for the refinement as well as

an initial set of state points to be proessed."""→֒

def get_task(self)

"""Returns task objets whih are intended to be exeuted on the HPC

resoures. Ends the workflow by returning an final task objet

when onvergene is ahieved."""

→֒

→֒

def deploy(self, task, np, mpi)

"""Generates all neessary ms2 input files and onstruts the final

MPI ommand to exeute ms2 on the HPC system."""→֒

def reord_result(self, task)

"""Reords the result of a ms2 simulation run."""

def reateEosInputFromResults(self)

"""Implements the post proessing step onverting the ms2 output files

into an EOS fitter input file"""→֒

def fitVleCurve(self)

"""Exeutes the EOS fitter with the generated EOS input file"""

def refine_around_ritial_point(self)

"""Performs refinement around the urrent ritial point reating new

state point to be evaluated."""→֒

def refine_around_VLE(self)

"""Performs refinement around the VLE urve reating new state point

to be evaluated."""→֒
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Listing 2: A typial task objet as it is handed over to the WMS in JavaSript Objet

Notation (JSON). The shown task inludes end-time and return-ode information, whih is

added by the WMS after the task �nishes.

{

"ID": 53,

"params": {

"T": 1.5,

"rho": 0.01,

"step": 0

},

"taskdir":

".../VLE_fitting_ms2-EOS/workflow/results/T_1.5/rho_0.01/step_0",→֒

"deploy": {

"NP": 4,

"md": ["mpirun", "-np", "4", "./ms2", "EOS_phosgene.par"℄,

"nodes": [...℄

},

"env": "...",

"starttime": "2019-08-13T15:49:37.938883",

"endtime": "...",

"returnode": ...

}
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4 Representation of simulation work�ows

4.1 Graph and diagram notation approahes

The present setion disusses how the simulation work�ow graphs from MODA an be im-

proved to aount for logial data transfer (LDT) and dependenies between work�ow el-

ements in a more expliit way; on this basis, in Setion 4.2, OSMO is introdued as an

ontology that formalizes the relations visualized by the LDT graph notation and is losely

aligned with MODA in its desription of the elementary parts of the work�ow.

For simulation work�ows (and work�ows more generally), highly developed formal de-

sriptions exist, inluding ontologies and graph languages.

57,99,100

Diagram-like notations,

whih in most ases an be represented as graphs � in the sense employed in graph the-

ory, i.e., as strutures that onsist of a) nodes and b) edges that onnet the nodes � or

similar strutures suh as hypergraphs,

101,102

exist at various degrees of elaboration. At an

informal level, this may inlude, e.g., intuitive skethes drawn on a board to assist a disus-

sion, whereas a great degree of standardization and formalization an yield highly elaborate

systems suh as mahine-readable representations of proess �ow diagrams. Ontologies and

relations between objets an be visualized as graphs;

42

syntatially, graph languages an be

de�ned by graph grammars

103

or other formal approahes suh as type graphs.

104

In parti-

ular, suh approahes have been applied to speify and visualize onurrent and distributed

algorithms and work�ows.

94,95,105

Often, however, semi-formal spei�ations of diagram-like

notations are provided, whih are not mahine-proessable, but intelligible to human users

and standardized to an intermediate extent.

The level of formalization of MODA, a ore building blok of the EMMC approah to

interoperability in materials modelling, is at an intermediate stage: It is de�ned by a CEN

Workshop Agreement

59

(CWA) of the European Committee for Standardization (CEN), and

Annex II of RoMM inludes a atalogue of MODA examples.

58

However, the desriptors for

use ases, models, solvers, and proessors in MODA are restrited to plain-text entries, whih
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annot be easily integrated with other elements of the EMMC-governed semanti tehnology

framework. Moreover, the semantis of the harateristi blue-arrow edges that onnet the

setions (i.e., nodes) of a MODA work�ow graph are not de�ned by the CWA; arrows an

represent any assoiation between elements. This is illustrated here by a simple MODA graph

onsisting of four setions, f. Fig. 4a); n.b. that in MODA this graph would supplemented by

a strutured plain-text desription of the assoiated use ase, model, solver, and proessor

entities. However, the semantis of the blue arrows is subjet to the interpretation by a

human reader.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the Model Data

59

(MODA) and logial data transfer (LDT)

work�ow graph notations: a) MODA graph where input haraterizing a use ase, a model,

the raw output of a solver, and the proessed output of a postproessor are onneted by

blue arrows. b), ) Two LDT graphs orresponding to di�erent senarios whih, in MODA,

would both be represented by a).

Therefore, MODA is not su�iently unambiguous at the level of the work�ow graph

notation; moreover, it is not an ontology, whih would be needed to ombine it with the

EMMO, other ontologies, and semanti-tehnology driven infrastrutures. On the other
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hand, existing approahes from the literature annot be mapped to MODA in a straight-

forward way; this also holds for OntoCAPE,

42

the ontology that was developed to support

CAPE-OPEN.

54,56

It is hene a neessity to develop a more elaborate graph notation and

an ontology on the basis of MODA.

The LDT notation lari�es how the use ase, model, solver, and proessor entities in

a work�ow relate to eah other, f. Fig. 4b) and ). Therein, ellipses represent setions

(i.e., use ases, models, solvers, and proessors); green irles and green arrows represent

oupling and linking of elements (as per RoMM

58

), dependenies onerning the order of

exeution, and aspets related to onurreny and synhronization. Blue arrows point from

use ases and models to the part of the work�ow to whih these entities apply; in partiular,

if a model applies to a part of a work�ow that ontains solver entities, these solvers are

numerial implementations of this model. Triangles are logial resoures whih are employed

to desribe how information is transferred between the setions. The triangles point from

the soure of data to the destination of data. If a triangle is �lled (green olour), this

implies that a user interation an our onerning the data stored at the respetive logial

resoure; this interativity an onsist of any potential steering or input by a user at work�ow

initialization, exeution, or �nalization time.

In this way, di�erent work�ows, whih in MODA would be ambiguously represented by

the same graph, e.g., by Fig. 4a), an be distinguished:

� In the ase of the work�ow represented by the LDT graph from Fig. 4b), the model

applies to (blue arrow), i.e., is solved and taken into aount by, a solver and a proes-

sor. The use ase applies to the entire work�ow. The starting point (green bullet) of

the work�ow is the solver, whih is linked to (green arrow) the proessor. Linking here

refers to a sequential dependeny, i.e., the solver needs to terminate for the proessor

to start; therefore, in this ase, the proessor is a postproessor. Upon termination,

the solver writes �nally (wfin) information to the logial resoure labelled L1, whih

is read initially (rinit) by the proessor; n.b., writing and reading here represents any
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mehanism of dealing with information, irrespetive of the way in whih this is im-

plemented. Eventually, the results omputed by the postproessor and written to the

logial resoure L2, onstitute the overall simulation outome (green bullet).

� The work�ow from Fig. 4) deviates from this in ways that would be hard or impossible

to make expliit in MODA notation. Here, the solver is oupled with the proessor

(bidiretional green arrow), i.e., the exeution of the two setions is synhronized.

Aordingly, in this ase, the proessor is a oupled proessor instead of a postproessor.

Moreover, the use ase and the model are parameterized, i.e., they read parameters

(rparam) from a logial resoure (here L1) that is interative (green triangle). Input

from L1 is also used by the solver upon initialization.

An LDT graph for the EOS parameterization example senario from Setion 3.3 is shown in

Fig. 5; see also the internal representation from the TaLPas work�ow environment, f. Fig. 3.

As in the ase of a MODA graph, a desription of the use ase, model, solver, and proessor

entities entities always needs to be provided additionally, whih an be done at the ontologial

level following OSMO as outlined in Setion 4.2 and Tab. 5.

4.2 Ontology for simulation, modelling and optimization (OSMO)

4.2.1 OSMO, the ontology version of the Model Data (MODA) standard

The ontology OSMO, whih is introdued here, is based on the voabulary and the approah

from RoMM;

58

its representation of use ases, solvers, models, and proessing is diretly

based on MODA,

51

and the representation of work�ows is based on the LDT notation,

f. Setion 4.1, whih is itself also an extension of MODA. The lass hierarhy for the part of

OSMO related to simulation work�ows is shown in Fig. 6, inluding some of the relations that

orrespond to the visual features of the LDT graph notation; these relations are summarized

in Tab. 4. By providing a ommon semanti basis for work�ows that were designed with

di�erent tools, OSMO an be employed to onsistently integrate data provenane desriptions

25
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Figure 5: LDT graph representation of the example senario from Setion 3.3, where sim-

ulations on the basis of an intermoleular pair potential (model M1, implemented by the

solver S1) are onduted to parameterize an EOS (model M2, implemented by the solver S2)

for the purpose of prediting the thermodynami behaviour of phosgene (use ase U1). The

golden solid box with four golden lines at the entry and exit points (virtual graph V1) repre-

sents a onurrent exeution of multiple instanes of the inluded blue dashed box (onrete

graph C1), and the golden solid boxes with golden loop-like arrows (virtual graphs V2 and

V3) represent iterative exeutions of the inluded blue dashed boxes (onrete graphs C2 and

C3). A haraterization of this work�ow following the ontology for simulation, modelling,

and optimization (OSMO), in terse triple language (TTL) format, is inluded as Supporting

Information (eos-parameterization.ttl); see also Tab. 4 for the relations from OSMO

orresponding to the visual features from LDT graphs.
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for materials modelling data from diverse soures.
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Figure 6: Work�ow-related part of the OSMO lass diagram, inluding the rdfs:subClassOf

relation between lasses (grey arrows) and seleted additional relations de�ned in OSMO

(blue arrows), as well as boolean features, i.e., instanes of owl:DatatypeProperty, de�ned

for the lass logial_aess (dark red). By onvention, the namespae rdfs is employed

for RDF Shema (RDFS) keywords.

The detailed desription of the four types of setion entities (use ases, models, solvers,

and proessors) in OSMO follows the spei�ation from MODA losely, f. Tabs. 5 � 8 for

the list of aspets (i.e., setion desriptors) and Fig. 7 as well as the Supporting Information

for tehnial details.

For example, metadynamis and its variants are solver algorithms; f. RoMM,

58

p. 59

(�aelerated methods in moleular dynamis�). In MODA,

59

this is spei�ed by entry

3.1. In OSMO, the MODA entry 3.1 orresponds to the aspet osmo:solver_method_type,

f. Tab. 7, whih points to a viso:solver_feature objet. For this purpose, the atomisti-

mesosopi branh of VISO provides the lass viso-am:sampling_algorithm, f. Tab. 3,
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Table 4: Relations, i.e., owl:ObjetProperty instanes, de�ned in OSMO to represent

features of simulation work�ows, with the orresponding symbols in the LDT graph notation;

for a omplete spei�ation, f. the Supporting Information.

relation domain range LDT symbol

(between X and Y ) (i.e., lass of X) (i.e., lass of Y ) italis: onise explanation

X applies_to Y use_ase workflow_graph blue arrow from ellipse X to box Y

or materials_model Y deals with X

X ontains Y onrete_graph workflow_resoure Y is graphially loated inside X

Y ours within X

X has_aess_point Y logial_aess setion X is a line onneted to ellipse Y

LDT by X involves setion Y

X has_arried_variable Y logial_aess logial_variable not visualized

LDT by X onerns a transfer of Y

X has_internal_lv Y setion logial_variable not visualized

Y is a logial variable that ours in X

X has_logial_io Y setion logial_variable not visualized

X reads or writes Y

X has_resoure Y logial_aess logial_resoure X is a line onneted to triangle Y

LDT by X involves resoure Y

X has_simulation_outome Y simulation_workflow logial_node arrow from Y to a green bullet

resoure at Y ontains end result of X

X has_starting_point Y workflow_graph workflow_node green bullet with an arrow to Y

(sub-)work�ow X begins at position Y

X has_stored_variable Y logial_resoure logial_variable not visualized

Y an be read from or written to X

X has_terminal_point Y workflow_graph workflow_node not visualized

(sub-)work�ow X ends at position Y

X has_value Y logial_variable logial_value not visualized

X has the value Y

X instantiates Y onrete_graph virtual_graph golden solid box around blue dashed box

Y is onditional/multiple exeution of X

X is_oupled_with Y workflow_graph workflow_graph bidiretional green arrow

X and Y are oupled, i.e., synhronized

X is_diret_ause_of Y workflow_graph workflow_graph green arrow from X to Y

X needs to terminate before Y an begin

X is_linked_to Y workflow_graph workflow_graph green arrow from X to Y or vie versa

(X is_diret_ause_of Y

or Y is_diret_ause_of X)

Table 5: Aspets of a use_ase, with the orresponding MODA entry numbers

59

OSMO aspet lass name MODA aspet and ontent desription (see TTL for details)

use_ase_desription 1.1 use ase summary intended for human readers

ontent: plain text (elementary datatype string)

use_ase_material 1.2 haraterization of the onsidered material

ontent: OSMO/EMMO

61

lass material

use_ase_geometry 1.3 desription of the geometry of the onsidered system

ontent: plain text, OSMO lass ondition

use_ase_timespan 1.4 time interval of a proess onsidered in the use ase

ontent: OSMO lass timespan_information

use_ase_boundary_ondition 1.5 thermodynami, spatio-temporal, or other ondition

ontent: plain text, OSMO lass ondition

use_ase_literature 1.6 literature referene related to the use ase

ontent: OTRAS/IAO

106

lass itation
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Table 6: Aspets of a materials_model, with the orresponding MODA entry numbers

59

OSMO aspet lass name MODA aspet and ontent desription (see TTL for details)

model_type 2.1 PE type following RoMM

58

and Setion 4.2.2

ontent: OSMO lass physial_equation_type

model_granularity 2.2 granularity level following RoMM

58

and Setion 4.2.2

ontent: ELECTRONIC, ATOMISTIC, MESOSCOPIC, or CONTINUUM

physial_equation 2.3 detailed desription of the employed PE

ontent: plain text (i.e., string), OSMO lass ondition

materials_relation 2.4 MR following RoMM

58

(e.g., a pair potential)

ontent: plain text, OSMO lass ondition

model_boundary_ondition 2.5 statement on boundary onditions applied to the model

ontent: plain text, OSMO lass ondition

Table 7: Aspets of a solver, with the orresponding MODA entry numbers

59

OSMO aspet lass name MODA aspet and ontent desription (see TTL for details)

solver_method_type 3.1 desription of the numerial approah (e.g., MD)

ontent: plain text (i.e., string), VISO lass solver_feature

solver_software 3.2 employed software that implements the approah

ontent: plain text, VISO lass software_tool

solver_timestep 3.3 numerial time step employed by the solver (if appliable)

ontent: plain text, time expressed following QUDT/EMMO

61,107

omputational_representation 3.4 desribes how the solver represents the governing equations

ontent: plain text, OSMO lass ondition

solver_boundary_ondition 3.5 numerial boundary onditions applied within the solver

ontent: plain text, OSMO lass ondition

solver_parameter 3.6 parameter of the solver

ontent: OSMO lass logial_variable

Table 8: Aspets of a OSMO proessor, with the orresponding MODA entry numbers

59

OSMO aspet lass name MODA aspet and ontent desription (see TTL for details)

proessor_method_type 4.2 desribes the methodology employed by the proessor

ontent: plain text (i.e., string)

proessor_error_statement 4.3 unertainty, error, or deviation from the most aurate value

ontent: plain text, VIVO

22

lass auray_assertion
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Figure 7: OSMO lass setion_entity and its sublasses. The sublass relation is repre-

sented by grey arrows, and has_aspet as well as its major subproperties are represented by

blue arrows; entry numbers from MODA orresponding to the OSMO aspets, f. Tabs. 5 � 8,

are denoted in green olour. The lass evmpo:model represents a onept from the European

Virtual Marketplae Ontology (work in progress), whih de�nes a model by equivalene to

the same onept from the European Materials and Modelling Ontology

61

(EMMO); as a

speial type of models, materials_model from OSMO is a sublass of evmpo:model. For

further details, f. the Supporting Information.
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Listing 3: TTL statement expressing that the solver :SX employs well-tempered metady-

namis.

:SX a osmo:solver;

osmo:has_solver_method_type [

a osmo:solver_method_type;

osmo:has_aspet_objet_ontent [

a viso-am:sampling_algorithm

℄;

osmo:has_aspet_text_ontent "Well-tempered metadynamis"

℄.

whih is a sublass of viso:solver_feature. Aordingly, the fat that a solver employs

well-tempered metadynamis an be denoted as given in Listing 3.

4.2.2 Taxonomy of physial equations and relation between OSMO and the

Review of Materials Modelling (RoMM)

In OSMO, building on the terminology from RoMM,

58

ommon PEs in materials modelling

are lassi�ed into 25 types, represented by sublasses of the OSMO lass physial_equa

tion_type, at four granularity levels (instanes of the OSMO lass granularity_level),

f. Tab. 9. The haraterization of model granularity follows De Baas

58

where the sope of

eah of the RoMM voabulary ategories is disussed in great detail.

Aordingly, partile-based methods are de�ned to be atomisti if the partiles represent

single atoms and mesosopi if they represent multiple atoms; by this ategorization,

58

e.g.,

moleular models following the united-atom approah are regarded as mesosopi. This

distintion between atomisti and mesosopi PEs, however, is only based on the role asribed

to the disrete partiles; therefore, the same equations an be applied at both levels. To

ensure that the expressive apaity of OSMO mathes that of RoMM, MODA, and EMMO,

it is neessary to di�erentiate between these two levels.

58,59,61

For most purposes, however,

this is not a ruial distintion, and they an be jointly referred to as moleular models.
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Table 9: OSMO physial equation types at four granularity levels on the basis of RoMM

58

granularity level PE type ID RoMM no. lass name and ategory desription

ELECTRONIC EL.1 1.1 pe_type_eletroni_qm_abinitio

ab-initio quantum mehanial and �rst-priniple models

EL.2 1.2 pe_type_eletroni_manybody_effetive

eletroni many-body and e�etive Hamiltonian models

EL.3 1.3 pe_type_eletroni_time_dependent

QM modelling of the response to time-dependent �elds

EL.4 1.4 pe_type_eletroni_harge_transport

statistial harge transport models

EL.5 1.5 pe_type_eletroni_spin_transport

statistial eletroni spin transport models

ATOMISTIC and A.1 2.1 pe_type_atomisti_density_funtional

MESOSCOPIC, i.e., M.1 3.1 pe_type_mesosopi_density_funtional

moleular models lassial-mehanial DFT

A.2 2.2 pe_type_atomisti_moleular_statis

M.2 � pe_type_mesosopi_moleular_statis

energy minimization and moleular statis

A.3 2.3 pe_type_atomisti_moleular_dynamis

M.3 3.2 pe_type_mesosopi_moleular_dynamis

MD based on lassial equations of motion

A.4 2.4 pe_type_atomisti_partition_funtion

M.4 3.3 pe_type_mesosopi_partition_funtion

moleular partition-funtion equations (e.g., for MC)

A.5 2.5 pe_type_atomisti_spin_model

M.5 3.4 pe_type_mesosopi_miromagnetism

atomisti spin models (A.5), miromagnetism models (M.5)

A.6 2.6, 2.7 pe_type_atomisti_statistial_transport

M.6 3.5 pe_type_mesosopi_statistial_transport

moleular-level statistial transport models

CONTINUUM CO.1 4.1 pe_type_ontinuum_solid_mehanis

ontinuum solid mehanis

CO.2 4.2 pe_type_ontinuum_fluid_mehanis

ontinuum �uid mehanis

CO.3 4.3 pe_type_ontinuum_heat_transfer

thermomehanis and ontinuum modelling of heat transfer

CO.4 4.4.2 pe_type_ontinuum_phase_field

phase �eld models and density gradient theory

CO.5 4.4.1 pe_type_ontinuum_thermodynamis

ontinuum thermodynamis

CO.6 4.5 pe_type_ontinuum_reation_kinetis

ontinuum modelling of hemial reation kinetis

CO.7 4.6 pe_type_ontinuum_eletromagnetism

ontinuum eletromagnetism models, inluding optis

CO.8 4.7 pe_type_ontinuum_proess_model

ontinuum proess models, inluding �owhart models
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5 Conlusion

The ontologies presented in this work, VISO and OSMO, are intended to play a role as build-

ing bloks within a major organized e�ort toward full interoperability of methods, tools, and

environments in omputational moleular engineering. This is an ongoing development to

whih the VIMMP projet ontributes together with other projets (e.g., MarketPlae).

These e�orts are oordinated by disussions within the EMMC, an organization open to all

modellers, end users, and servie providers in the �elds of quantum mehanial, moleular,

and ontinuum simulation. By speifying work�ows in terms of OSMO, work�ow environ-

ments suh as the TaLPas WMS beome interoperable with the VIMMP marketplae and

environments from other projets that will be provided at the virtual marketplae frontend.

Substantial future work will be needed to develop solutions for failitating the data ingest

into OSMO-ompliant infrastrutures by providing user-friendly tools to desribe simulation

work�ows in omputational moleular engineering aording to the approah introdued in

the present work.
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Supporting Information Available

1. html-doumentation.zip: HTML doumentation of OSMO, generated usingWidoo;

108

to aess this, unpak the ZIP arhive and open index.html with a browser.

2. osmo.ttl: Ontology for Simulation, Modelling, and Optimization (OSMO), version

1.2.0, in TTL format; this is the formal spei�ation of OSMO. For an introdution

to the TTL format as well as related onepts and tools, f. Allemang and Hendler.

43

As the development work on OSMO proeeds, the most reent version an be aessed

via http://www.vimmp.eu/semantis/osmo/osmo.ttl.

3. eos-parameterization.ttl: OSMO-based desription of the present TaLPas WMS

appliation senario, in TTL format.

4. viso-all-branhes.ttl: Pre-release version of the VIMMP Software Ontology (VISO),

in TTL format.

5. example-viso.ttl: VISO-based desription of software: Example, in TTL format.

6. example-viso-molmod.ttl: VISO-based desription of intermoleular pair potentials:

Example, in TTL format.
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